CMO_Cmdr_Kymar says:
Chief Medical Officers log, supplemental. We've come up with a....well, "mission plan" would be a bit of an overstatement. We've got an idea, and we're going to go with it. Head into the Nexus, talk with this Captain Whozar, get him to relinquish the crews he has held and hopefully get back out...Here goes nothing.
Host SM_Sergio says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< Begin "Happiness is overrated", part 5>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
Host SM_Sergio says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< Begin "Happiness is overrated", part 5>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
FCO_Ens_Seifer says:
::sits for helm carefully monitoring coordinates getting ready for enter in nexus::
CTO_Ens_Tanner says:
::On the bridge working his console::
Host CMO_Cmdr_Kymar says:
::scratching his head slowly, wondering how this is going to play out::
Host CMO_Cmdr_Kymar says:
::frowning slightly:: CSO: What're your thoughts on this, from a scientific point of view? Is it possible to just enter and exit the nexus?
CSO_Cmdr_Gomes says:
CMO: It has been done before. I do not see why it can not be reproduced
FCO_Ens_Seifer says:
::gets goose bumps just of thinking of flying in Nexus::
OPS_Ens_Landra says:
::Stands in the center of the bridge:: CTO: What's the status on those forest fires down there?
Host CMO_Cmdr_Kymar says:
::with a sigh he nods:: CSO: Not very scientific, but i'll go with it. Do we go down in a Runabout, or transport into one of the caves?
CTO_Ens_Tanner says:
::Checking his console to be sure:: OPS: It appears they have been greatly reduced by the water transfers and are weaking because of the storm.
CSO_Cmdr_Gomes says:
::raises an eyebrow::CMO: I do not make unscientific statements doctor. It is just that unlike what people say, not all science is exact. As for transport, if we use a runabout it most likely will be destroyed
OPS_Ens_Landra says:
::Nods:: CTO: Very good.. Anything on sensors?
Host CMO_Cmdr_Kymar says:
CSO: Transport, got it. ::as the TL stops at the bridge he walks out, remaining on the upper circle:: All: Report
CSO_Cmdr_Gomes says:
::enters the bridge and heads for science one::
FCO_Ens_Seifer says:
::turns to CMO:: CMO: Helm standing ready!
CTO_Ens_Tanner says:
OPS: Sensors indicate the fire's are gradually being put out bye the rain. It would appear the plan for the fire trenches was successful.
OPS_Ens_Landra says:
::Looks around:: CMO: Commander.. The forest fires reported earlier have been put out with help of mister Tanner..
CSO_Cmdr_Gomes says:
CMO: I assume then you do not wish to take Lt Epasce?
Host CMO_Cmdr_Kymar says:
CSO: I think we may have too, he knows Whozar better than any of us...
CSO_Cmdr_Gomes says:
::nods:: CMO: I agree
FCO_Ens_Seifer says:
::makes minor adjustments to coordinates for smoother enter::
OPS_Ens_Landra says:
::Takes a seat at OPS again and goes back to his own work, still ready to answer questions from the commander::
Host CMO_Cmdr_Kymar says:
OPS: You'll have to look after the bridge for a little longer, Ensign. Take the science console, monitor us while we're down there. Myself, Commander Gomes, Mr. Turner and our guest are beaming down to the planet. Pick out a nice place to set down for the Nexus and send it to Transporter Room 1
OPS_Ens_Landra says:
::Nods, as he signs off from OPS again and gets up:: CMO: Aye commander... Good luck.. ::Smiles as he walks over to the science station::
CSO_Cmdr_Gomes says:
OPS: Take good care of it Ensign
Host CMO_Cmdr_Kymar says:
OPS: Luck doesn't enter into it. I think this is in fates hand. ::turning and entering the TL he chuckles:: CSO/CIV: Commander, Mr. Turner, you're risking your life with me. Transporter Room 1
OPS_Ens_Landra says:
::Smiles:: CSO: No worries, commander.. I'll only borrow it for a minute... ::Winks, as he takes over from Gomes and scans the map for an appropriate location::
FCO_Ens_Seifer says:
;;maintaining high orbit::
Host CMO_Cmdr_Kymar says:
::tapping his comm badge:: *Doctor Jones*: Jones, get the Lieutenant down to Transporter Room 1
CSO_Cmdr_Gomes says:
CMO/OPS: Fate? Now there is something unscientific
CSO_Cmdr_Gomes says:
::nods at Landra and follows the CMO::
Host CMO_Cmdr_Kymar says:
CSO: Good, because I'm not a scientist. ::smiles softly::
CSO_Cmdr_Gomes says:
CMO: You should ::remembers why she hates doctors::
Doctor_Jones says:
*CMO*: Yes, Commander. I'll escort him there myself
Host Lt_Epacse says:
::smiles to himself, and gets off of the bio-bed.::
Doctor_Jones says:
Epacse: Come with me, Lieutenant. Look like you're going down to the planet. ::waiting for Epacse to follow, he makes off for Transporter Room 1::
OPS_Ens_Landra says:
::Finds a suitable location and passes the coordinates on to Transporter Room one::
Host Lt_Epacse says:
ACTION : The Turbolift with the CSO, CMO and CIV arrives almost at the same time as the Turbolift coming from sickbay with Epacse.
CSO_Cmdr_Gomes says:
::exits onto the TR::
Host CMO_Cmdr_Kymar says:
::nods to Jones and smiles at the Lieutenant:: Epacse: Ready?
CIV_Turner says:
::Exits the TL::
Host Lt_Epacse says:
::nods:: CMO : I can't thank you enough for allowing me to tag along, sir..
Host CMO_Cmdr_Kymar says:
::walks into the Transporter Room, grabbing a physicians kit from the locker and slinging it onto his shoulder:: Epacse: You're the only person who knows this Whozar fellow, we'll need you to find him in the Nexus
OPS_Ens_Landra says:
::Thinks to himself, 'might as well go to that cave entrance.. We scanned it a dozen times' ::
FCO_Ens_Seifer says:
Self: Hmm..Flying in the planet....there is something interesting.... ::smiles and continues to maintain high orbit::
CSO_Cmdr_Gomes says:
All: Whatever we find there, just remember what you really want, and that’s to take those people from there
OPS_Ens_Landra says:
::Steps over to his own console and stands next to it, waiting for the signal from TR1::
Host CMO_Cmdr_Kymar says:
::pulling his Bajoran phaser pistol from his holster he checks the charge before holstering it again, feeling more secure with the weight hanging at his side:: All: Everyone ready? ::steps onto the transporter pad::
CIV_Turner says:
::Grabs a phaser, tricorder and a few other things for the trip::
CSO_Cmdr_Gomes says:
::nods as she steps up. no weapons, just a tricorder even though she knows that’s not useful:: CMO: I am ready
CIV_Turner says:
::Steps on the TR pad::
CIV_Turner says:
CMO: I don't want anything.
CIV_Turner says:
<CMO=CSO>
Host CMO_Cmdr_Kymar says:
CIV: Fair enough. When you're ready...::gestures to the transporter pads::
CTO_Ens_Tanner says:
::Checking the latest sensor readings on the fires and the storm::
Host CMO_Cmdr_Kymar says:
Transporter Chief: Once you have the coordinates from the bridge, beam us down
Host Lt_Epacse says:
ACTION : THe transporter chief nods, and the AT is beamed down to the entrance of a cave, where the first life signs where sighted.
Host CMO_Cmdr_Kymar says:
@::looks around the cave and sighs, wondering when it will start:: All: Everyone here OK?
CSO_Cmdr_Gomes says:
@::disappears from the ship, materializing on the planet::
CSO_Cmdr_Gomes says:
@CMO: Perfectly ::takes out hertricorder and scans around::
CIV_Turner says:
@CMO: Check.
Host CMO_Cmdr_Kymar says:
@Epacse: Lieutenant? You alright?
FCO_Ens_Seifer says:
::monitors his console turning to OPS:: OPS: Could you check power allocation to warp and impulse drives?
Host Lt_Epacse says:
@::looks around, and nods:: CMO : I’m ok...
CIV_Turner says:
::Obey's all the rules he learned in elementary school and looks up, down, left and right::
Host CMO_Cmdr_Kymar says:
@:;taps his comm badge:: *OPS*: Ensign, this is Commander Kymar. Any idea of when the Nexus will hit again?
OPS_Ens_Landra says:
::Sees the AT is beamed out and steps away from his console, more to the center of the bridge. Once he arrives there, he looks at the helm:: FCO: Sure.. ::Sighs as he walks back to his console to check::
OPS_Ens_Landra says:
FCO: Everything is checking out just fine... Having problems?
CIV_Turner says:
@::Whips out his tricorder and follows the CSO's lead but pays more attention to his insticts::
FCO_Ens_Seifer says:
OPS: Well kind of...just wanted to check for sure.. Thank you! ::turns to his panel modifying datas::
CSO_Cmdr_Gomes says:
@CMO/CIV/Epacse: I suppose the deeper we gointo the caves the more chances we will bump into it
OPS_Ens_Landra says:
::Nods:: FCO: Very good.. Keep her steady... ::Smiles, as he walks back, more towards the tactical console::
Host CMO_Cmdr_Kymar says:
@CSO: Alright, lets get going then. ::tugging at his white lab coat he begins walking deeper into the cave, pulling out his phaser pistol and clipping a SIMMS beacon onto it, providing a little light in the darkening environment::
FCO_Ens_Seifer says:
OPS: Aye! ::turns back finishing corrections and just leans in his chair looking at view screen checking coordinates of Artemis every minute::
CSO_Cmdr_Gomes says:
@::follows in to the cave, checking tricorder readings::
CIV_Turner says:
@::Nods and follows::
CTO_Ens_Tanner says:
::Checks his console when it comes to life:: OPS: Sir.... I'm picking up a  power surge from the planet.
Host Lt_Epacse says:
ACTION : The AT see a yellow wall advancing towards them from inside the cave.
OPS_Ens_Landra says:
::Increases his pace to the console to look for himself:: CTO: Anything on that spike yet?
CSO_Cmdr_Gomes says:
@::scans that "wall"::
Host Lt_Epacse says:
ACTION : As before, the planet start glowing, and the nexus expands outwards.
Host CMO_Cmdr_Kymar says:
@::watches the yellow wall advance and holsters his pistol:: CSO/CIV/Epacse: Guess this is it.
CIV_Turner says:
@Self: What?
CTO_Ens_Tanner says:
OPS: It seems to originate from the mountains. The surge is builing sir, just like it was before.
Host Lt_Epacse says:
ACTION : The Nexus engulfs the AT.
Host Lt_Epacse says:
ACTION : Contact is lost with the AT, as are their comm badge signals and lifesigns.
FCO_Ens_Seifer says:
::gets disturbed with beeping and looks at his console:: ALL: We have situation!...Planet is glowing!
OPS_Ens_Landra says:
::Nods:: CTO: Very well.. Raise shields, yellow alert... We don't want to take any risks..
Host Lt_Epacse says:
@ACTION : The CSO finds herself in an arboretum looking at a transparisteel window overlooking a sea of stars. IN the distance she can hear a small child laughing, playing around the flowers and trees. It is the posting of her life. A Research facility... And the child she had lost before. All there, all real.
Host Lt_Epacse says:
#ACTION : The CMO finds himself on a triage centre. The room he's in is dark, and dirty. Outside, sounds of battle can be heard. Inside, the moans of the wounded fill the air. He's standing besides a patient who's about to die. Unless he can save him. By his side, a young woman who he knows carries an infatuation with him serves as a makeshift ...
Host Lt_Epacse says:
... nurse, to aid him.
Host Lt_Epacse says:
%ACTION : THe CIV is leaning against a door frame, looking outside at a scenic landscape among hills. Outside, his wife, the most beautiful women he's ever seen is swinging in a rope swinger hanging from a tree branch. He is happy, like he never was before.
Host Lt_Epacse says:
ACTION : THe Nexuss continues expanding, Approaching the Artemis' position.
CTO_Ens_Tanner says:
::Nods back at the OPS:: OPS: Aye sir, raising shields and putting ship on yellow alert.
CSO_Cmdr_Gomes says:
@::looks around ::Self: Now remember this isn't .... ::looks:: Child: Shane?
CSO_Cmdr_Gomes says:
@::runs to the deep blue eyed child hugging him::
Shane says:
@CSO: Hello, Ms Gomes
CIV_Turner says:
%::Wonders why he is feeling so happy::
Host CMO_Cmdr_Kymar says:
#::looks around slowly and frowns:: Self: This is...What? ::looking down at the person on the table he double-takes, quickly grabbing a hypospray of anti-coagulant and injecting his patient::
CIV_Turner says:
%::Shrugs it off and walks over to his beautiful wife::
FCO_Ens_Seifer says:
OPS: Nexus is approaching Artemis? Should I move away from it at a safe distance?
CSO_Cmdr_Gomes says:
@Shane: You look so ... unchanged ::frowns::
Host Lt_Epacse says:
ACTION : The Nexus continues to grow, reaching the Outskirts of the Artemis' position.
Host Lt_Epacse says:
ACTION : On the Artemis, the intruder alarm sounds.
Shane says:
@CSO: Lets play chess!! ::walks to a nearby table (in the arboretum) with a board
OPS_Ens_Landra says:
::Still looking at the console:: CTO: Scan the planet... And what's that light there? ::Points to the console::
CSO_Cmdr_Gomes says:
@::takes the child's hand and moves along::
OPS_Ens_Landra says:
FCO: Back us off a bit...
FCO_Ens_Seifer says:
Self: What the.... ::types coordinates for moving away and engages impulse::
CSO_Cmdr_Gomes says:
@::sits by the table and begins the game, as happily as ever::
OPS_Ens_Landra says:
::Thinks for a moment:: FCO: Full reverse...
Host CMO_Cmdr_Kymar says:
#::working on instinct he can see the continued flow of blood, internal injuries. Grabbing a laser scalpel he opens up the wound a bit more before reaching in, stretching the wound before taking an auto-suture with his other hand:: Nurse: Help me here!
FCO_Ens_Seifer says:
OPS: Going! ::increases speed::
CIV_Turner says:
%::Thinks of the word "instinct" for some strange reason::
Sarah says:
#::reaching over she keeps the hole open, spotting the breached spleen::
Host CMO_Cmdr_Kymar says:
#::using the auto suture he quickly closes the opened spleen, his hands quickly getting covered in blood and gore::
CSO_Cmdr_Gomes says:
@::watches the seemingly 5 year old child. his eyes, blue like hers and yet so different, fixed on her::
CTO_Ens_Tanner says:
::Checks his sensors carefully:: OPS: Sir, I detect several life forms scattered all over the ship, which weren't there a minute ago. Each of them has a comm badge sir.
Sarah says:
#::the nurse expertly helps the good doctor in his needs, as much as she can.:: CMO : Doctor.. Please.. Remember.. I'm not a nurse..
Host Lt_Epacse says:
%ACTION : Turner's wife leaves the swing, and heads over in his direction.
CSO_Cmdr_Gomes says:
@::as he plays she ponders the next move::
OPS_Ens_Landra says:
::Turns around to tactical again:: CTO: Alright... dispatch teams throughout the ship.. And scan that... that... Thing out there....
Wife says:
%<Wife> CIV : Hello sweetie.. How was your nap? ::smiles, and reaches over to kiss him::
Host CMO_Cmdr_Kymar says:
#Nurse: Just keep the wound open...::grabbing another spray of anti-coagulant he sets the dosage for 15ccs::
Host Lt_Epacse says:
ACTION : The NExus starts receding..
Host Lt_Epacse says:
ACTION : Main engineering reports phaser fire, and several intruders trying to take over it. Security teams are dispatched to each location.
Sarah says:
#::does as told, as well as she can::
Shane says:
@CSO: Ms Gomes, I hear we are starting a new experiment ::smiles:: but I guess that means we won't be playing anymore ::moves a piece to one of the upper boards::
CTO_Ens_Tanner says:
::He looks up from his console with a puzzled look:: OPS: Aye sir, I will scan the light, but perhaps you want to know that the life forms are identified as Aldura crew members.
FCO_Ens_Seifer says:
::checks their coordinates as he drops out from warp:: OPS: We're on safe distance!
CIV_Turner says:
%::Looks and hears his wife then rubs his head:: Wife: I dunno. Strange I guess. I can't really remember it. ::Leans in to kiss his wife and for some strange reason gives her his cheek right before contact is made::
CSO_Cmdr_Gomes says:
@Shane: Don't worry, I won't... ::frowns then smiles again:: Shane: I'll be back as soon as possible ::plays a checker:: Shane: Check
Host CMO_Cmdr_Kymar says:
#::gently pulling Sarah's hands out of his patients stomach he smiles at her before quickly diving back in, sealing up the wound he created and grabbing another hypo, this time a 20cc dosage of Adrenalin::
Wife says:
%::puckers her lips slightly:: CIV : Well.. Come on in.. Breakfast is ready in the kitchen.. ::grabs his hand and pulls him with her::
OPS_Ens_Landra says:
FCO: Very good... hold position for now, until we know a bit more..
Host Lt_Epacse says:
ACTION : The Nexus disappears.
Shane says:
@::plays back and Alexandra looks at the board, as absently as possible::
OPS_Ens_Landra says:
::Turns to tactical again with some more interest:: CTO: Aldura crewmembers?
Host Lt_Epacse says:
ACTION : ME security forces report that a few intruders have reached ME.
CIV_Turner says:
%::Thinks to himself that he is kind of hungry:: Wife: Alright cool. What’s for breakfast?
Host Lt_Epacse says:
ACTION : The Turbolift doors open, and two federation officers come out, with phaser in hand, and start shooting at the present.
FCO_Ens_Seifer says:
Self: Wicked... ::checks coordinates of nexus as he sees nothing:: OPS: Umm...we're safe...there is no Nexus near! In fact no Nexus at all in this sector!
Host CMO_Cmdr_Kymar says:
#::checking his patients vitals he sighs softly. "Where are we, Dremel? This isn't the Artemis, the Pendragon, the QIb, or even the Orion.":: Self: What?
CTO_Ens_Tanner says:
OPS: Yes sir, I double checked the readings. We have a positive identification
OPS_Ens_Landra says:
::Ducks as he hears the phaser fire and reaches for his own. Laying on the floor, he takes aim::
Sarah says:
#CMO : I'm sorry, Dremel.. I'm.. Trying my best..
Shane says:
@<Shane>::After a few moves:: CSO: Check mate Ms Gomes ::smiles proud of himself::
Sarah says:
#::looks flushed, like the sight of blood is making her queasy::
CTO_Ens_Tanner says:
::Takes cover behind his console when he hears the phaser fire::
Host CMO_Cmdr_Kymar says:
#::shaking his head he mumbles quietly, for some reason feeling that his mind wants something different:: Sarah: Huh, what? Oh! No, you did well, he'll live
CSO_Cmdr_Gomes says:
@Shane: Well done Shane. ::she had always known the boy was smart::
Host Lt_Epacse says:
%ACTION : They reach the kitchen
Host CMO_Cmdr_Kymar says:
#Sarah: You look a little peaky, go sit in the office, have a drink of water
FCO_Ens_Seifer says:
::throws himself across his panel in cover::
Wife says:
%CIV : Your favourite, of course.. Don't i always make them for you?
Shane says:
@CSO: Lets go Ms Gomes ::takes her hand and walks across the arboretum to a far away door::
Host Lt_Epacse says:
ACTION : Several shots criss-cross on the bridge, and one of the invaders is stunned.
CIV_Turner says:
%Wife: Favourite? Which favourite? There are so many I can't imagine which one. ::Chuckles::
OPS_Ens_Landra says:
::Sees one guy goes down and looks around to see where the other one went::
Wife says:
%::shakes head, and sits down:: CIV : Alright.. You enjoy..
CSO_Cmdr_Gomes says:
@::walks with the boy, out the arboretum into the research facility. There, she finds herself not in a corridor but in a room, full of equipment and whose ceiling is transparent so stars shine through. Alexandra smiles::
Sarah says:
#::nods, but before moving off, she says.:: CMO : SO many people dying outside.. I wish we could save everyone...
CTO_Ens_Tanner says:
::Realising what is happening, he grabs his phaser and aims at another invader::
OPS_Ens_Landra says:
::Sees where the CTO is shooting and shoots in that general direction too::
CIV_Turner says:
%::Looks down and sees the strangest mix of food that he has ever seen:: Wife: Uhmmmmm honey...........
Host Lt_Epacse says:
ACTION : The FCO is hit on his shoulder, as the CTO down another intruder.
Host CMO_Cmdr_Kymar says:
#::frowning slightly he remembers...something..."It's like the Occupation, but not...this is different. Dremel, this isn't real, you know?":: Self: This isn't...this is...what?
Host CMO_Cmdr_Kymar says:
#Self: I've got to...save everyone?
Voice says:
@CSO: Hello Alex
Wife says:
%::smiles:: CIV : You must hurry, though.. Everyone's waiting for us at the town..
FCO_Ens_Seifer says:
::gets kick of phaser fire in his shoulder and falls on floor grabbing his shoulder::
CSO_Cmdr_Gomes says:
@::turns to see who spoke though she knows exactly who it was by the voice. Looking she sees a man in a Captains uniform:: Man: Joe...::smiles and approaches him::
CIV_Turner says:
%::Thinks of the word instinct again for some reason:: Wife: You know, on second thought, I'm not really hungry lets just head out.
CTO_Ens_Tanner says:
::Looks over at the FCO and back at the OPS:: OPS: Sir, Ensign Seifer has been hit!
OPS_Ens_Landra says:
::Stands up again:: CTO: Good shooting! ::Gets back to the tactical station:: Lock down the bridge... I don't want any more of these surprises... ::Looks around at the CTO's words::
Joe says:
@:smiles warmly:: CSO: I have news. A plague was discovered on nearby Sctusus IV. We must find a cure
Joe says:
@CSO: We found information and ::goes on speaking in scientific details of what was found::
Wife says:
%::shakes her head:: CIV : no.. You must eat. You'll be of no use saving those people if you haven't eaten properly..
CSO_Cmdr_Gomes says:
@::approaches a console, listening and understanding every detail. At the same time feeling something isn’t quite right. Still she can't afford to think about it as her brain is assaulted by a series of problems. the kind she loves to solve::
FCO_Ens_Seifer says:
::lies down holding on his shoulder :: Self: Nice...they ruined my new uniform!
Host CMO_Cmdr_Kymar says:
@::shaking his head slowly he looks down at the sleeping patient in front of him:: Self: Not these people...I have to save...someone...
CTO_Ens_Tanner says:
::Gets up and walks over to the FCO to help him up:: FCO: Are you alright?
CSO_Cmdr_Gomes says:
@::sitting at a console she starts running a computer simulation to look for a cure, based on the plague's description::
Host Lt_Epacse says:
ACTION : The computer voice comes online. "Warning. Warp core containment field approaching critical."
CIV_Turner says:
%::Remembers the word "instinct" then the words "save everyone":: Wife: If there's a problem honey then I don't really have time to eat. Sorry babe. ::Heads for the door::
FCO_Ens_Seifer says:
::looks at CTO:: CTO: Do I look like I'm alright? They ruined my new uniform!
Host Lt_Epacse says:
ACTION : The Security teams on ME report that they have secured the area, but not before some of the intruders managed to mess with the warp core containment field.
Host Lt_Epacse says:
ACTION : Several more reports come in form the rest of the ship.
Joe says:
@CSO : Even if we manage to find a cure rapidly, we'll still not be able to save everyone that's been infected...
Host CMO_Cmdr_Kymar says:
#::walking over to the sink he begins to wash the blood and gore from his hands and lower arms::
FCO_Ens_Seifer says:
::notices reports from all over ship and stands up holding on his shoulder:: CTO: I'll be fine...We have situation on ship..let's deal with that first and later with my shoulder!
Host CMO_Cmdr_Kymar says:
#Self: I don't know what's going on...::grabbing the disinfectant lotion he begins scrubbing furiously at the blood::
CSO_Cmdr_Gomes says:
@<Joe>CSO: It is really important that you save everyone Alex
Host Lt_Epacse says:
ACTION : "Warning.. Warp Core containment field failure in 4 minutes."
OPS_Ens_Landra says:
::Frowns at the computer warning:: FCO: Check out what's going on in engineering...
CSO_Cmdr_Gomes says:
@::nods then stops:: Self: Save everyone ... I have to save everyone ...
CTO_Ens_Tanner says:
::Nods at the FCO:: FCO: Alright. ::Returns to his own console::
CSO_Cmdr_Gomes says:
@Self: But who is everyone? The inhabitants of that colony of course.... no...not them. Save everyone ...
FCO_Ens_Seifer says:
OPS: On it!
FCO_Ens_Seifer says:
::heads to TL and then for Engineering::
Host Lt_Epacse says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<End "Happiness is overrated", part 5>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
Host Lt_Epacse says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<End "Happiness is overrated", part 5>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>


